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ABSTRACT

Image captioning has recently received much attention. Ex-
isting approaches, however, are limited to describing images
with simple contextual information, which typically gener-
ate one sentence to describe each image with only a single
contextual emphasis. In this paper, we address this limita-
tion from a user perspective with a novel approach. Giv-
en some keywords as additional inputs, the proposed method
would generate various descriptions according to the provid-
ed guidance. Hence, descriptions with different focuses can
be generated for the same image. Our method is based on
a new Context-dependent Bilateral Long Short-Term Memo-
ry (CDB-LSTM) model to predict a keyword-driven sentence
by considering the word dependence. The word dependence
is explored externally with a bilateral pipeline, and internally
with a unified and joint training process. Experiments on the
MS COCO dataset demonstrate that the proposed approach
not only significantly outperforms the baseline method but al-
so shows good adaptation and consistency with various key-
words.

Index Terms— Image Captioning, Keyword-driven, L-
STM

1. INTRODUCTION

Image captioning, which aims to describe the semantic con-
tent of an image in a natural language form, has become one
of the hot research problems in the artificial intelligence com-
munity. This is stimulated by practical applications including
content-based image retrieval, visually-impaired assistance,
and intelligent chatbots.

Existing image captioning methods can be roughly cat-
egorized into two classes: the bottom-up and the top-down
approaches. The bottom-up approaches [1, 2, 3, 4] that group
keywords with connection words to form a sentence are pop-
ular in early research due to their simplicity. The top-down
ones [5, 6, 7, 8] share a similar pipeline that first applies con-
volutional neural network (CNN) to extract visual features of
the image, and then fed them to a sequential model, e.g., re-
current neural network (RNN), to generate descriptions of the

Fig. 1. Examples of our proposed method. The values shown
in the brackets are the BLEU-1 scores.

image content. The joint end-to-end training of CNN-RNN
pipeline allows the top-down approaches achieve state-of-the-
art performance.

Notwithstanding the demonstrated success of the existing
approaches, the existing image captioning methods are diffi-
cult to cover all the fine details of the image in the generated
sentence. In fact, an image contains too much information to
be precisely described in one sentence. One natural way to ex-
pand captions is to generate multiple captions through an in-
creased beam (in beam search). However, this strategy simply
increases the number of captions without introducing seman-
tic diversity. Another way is to generate local descriptions
based on image regions, while the region-based captioning
works [7, 9] focus on the local region and thereby are unable
to describe the image from a global perspective. On the oth-
er hand, image captioning suppose to be a highly customized
task, and the user may have different emphases, which can
not be fulfilled by current works.
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In this paper, we aim to inject the semantic guidance in-
to the image captioning to enrich the image understanding
with different emphases, where an additional keyword is in-
troduced as the prior information to generate a customized
sentence from a global perspective (see Fig. 1). Since the
generated sentences are dependent on the given words, differ-
ent given words result in different descriptions for the same
image. This additionally given keyword can be obtained from
different sources, such as image tags in semantic image re-
trieval, user input in human-computer interaction, or multiple
object detection.

We propose a new language model, called Context-
dependent Bilateral Long Short-Term Memory (CDB-LSTM)
model, to predict the sentence driven by an additional key-
word. CDB-LSTM contains two cascaded sub-models, which
are jointly trained in an end-to-end pipeline. The first mod-
el generates the front part of the sentence in the reverse or-
der (from the given word to the beginning of the sentence),
while the second model generates the back part (from the giv-
en word to the end of the sentence) by taking the prediction
of the first model into account. The front and the back parts
of the sentence are concatenated together to generate the final
sentence. These two models are unified and jointly optimized
in an end-to-end training framework by considering the words
dependence through a context transfer module. The proposed
model can be considered as a combination of bottom-up and
top-down models, as the output caption is driven by global
image features and the additional keyword. Extensive ex-
perimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed model
shows good adaptation with various keywords (ground truth
or detected keywords). In particular, quantitative evaluation-
s and user study show that the sentences generated by the
proposed method are more descriptive than traditional image
captioning model.

2. METHOD

Given an image I with the visual feature v and an input word
w, our goal is to generate a sentence Y = {y1, · · · , yt} to
describe the image according to the given word w (w ∈ Y ).
To leverage the given word in the captioning process, we as-
sume the sentence generation starts from the given word and
thereby involves two directions: forward and backward gen-
erations. The backward prediction produces the front part of
the sentence Y b in an inverted order, and the forward predic-
tion produces the back part of the sentence Y f in a forward
order. The final caption is defined as Y = {y1, · · · , yt} =
{Y b, w, Y f}. We formulate this interactive captioning pro-
cess with a context-dependent bilateral LSTM model (CDB-
LSTM), which combines the two directions together in an
end-to-end structure and predicts the customized caption se-
quentially. The distribution of each time step pt is generated
by a linear transform followed by a softmax normalization:

pt ∝ exp (yt|y1:t−1, v, w; Θ) , (1)

Fig. 2. Pipeline of the context-dependent bilateral LSTM
model (CDB-LSTM). Our model contains two sub-models:
the B-LSTM and the F-LSTM, which are connected via the
context transfer module.

where Θ represents all the learning parameters of the model
and exp denotes the softmax function.

2.1. Context-dependent Bilateral LSTM Model

We adopt the top-down paradigm and build upon the CN-
N+RNN architecture [5] in the proposed model. As shown in
Fig. 2, the proposed Context-dependent Bilateral LSTM mod-
el (CDB-LSTM) contains two cascade sub-models: back-
ward LSTM model (B-LSTM) and forward LSTM model (F-
LSTM), which are connected together in a sequential way and
trained in an end-to-end pipeline. The F-LSTM model takes
the preliminary result of B-LSTM as input, to predict the full
sentence by taking context dependence into account.

Context information between two cascade models is ex-
plored using a context transfer module. The inputs of CDB-
LSTM are the CNN feature of the image v and the given word
w. The final output sentence contains three parts: the back-
ward output ybt , the given word w and the forward output yft ,
which construct the sentence in a bottom-up manner.

In the traditional CNN+RNN pipeline, the CNN feature
of the image v is fed to the RNN for the caption generation.
As the hidden state ht in RNN evolves over time t, the t−th
output word yt is drawn according to the probability vector pt
which is controlled by the current state ht. The generated yt
will be fed back into RNN in the next time step as the input
xt+1. We use LSTM as the core of the RNN model, and all
the LSTM models used in this work are built based on this
flow path.

2.1.1. Backward Model

The backward LSTM model is the first step of the proposed
CDB-LSTM model in Fig. 2, which predicts the front part
of the sentence in a backward order. The technical process
is similar to the traditional LSTM model, except that the start
token is replaced with the given word. For an image I with the
CNN features v and a given word w, assuming that the output
phrase Y b contains M words, there will be M + 1 time steps



in this iteration. The prediction process is as follows:

x0 = Wix v, (2)
x1 = Wwx w, (3)
ht = RNN(ht−1 , xt ), t ∈ {1, · · · , M + 1}, (4)

yt , pt ∝ exp(Whpht ), t ∈ {1, · · · , M + 1}, (5)
xt+1 = Wexyt, t ∈ {1, · · · , M}, (6)

where W∗∗ represents the corresponding linear encoding or
decoding model: Wix for the visual feature encoding, Wwx

for the given word encoding, Wex for the predicted word en-
coding, and Whp for the output decoding. RNN is the recur-
rent model which uses LSTM as the core in this paper. The
CNN features v is fed to the network at the first time step to
provide RNN a quick overview of the image content. The
given word w is fed to the network at the second time step
to provide the model a strong restricted start, which is also
to guarantee the following prediction is related to this word.
This sub-model utilizes all the information of the last step as
the input and makes the whole sentence consistent and rea-
sonable. Eq. 5 to Eq. 6 are recursively applied during the
captioning process. The loss of this sub-model is the sum of
the negative log likelihood of the predicted word at each step:

L(B/w) = −
M+1∑
t=1

logp
(
yt|y1:t−1, v, w; Θb

)
, (7)

where Θb represents all the learning parameters of the back-
ward model.

This B-LSTM model mostly predicts the content de-
scribes the given object. For example, when the given word
is an object, the backward direction predicts the front part of
the caption which is like the “adjective” phrase of the object.

And the inverted output of this part
←−
Y b will be transferred to

the F-LSTM model.

2.1.2. Forward Model

The F-LSTM is the second step of our CDB-LSTM model.
This sub-model predicts the back part of the sentence in a for-
ward order. Similar to B-LSTM, the first input of the forward
prediction model is the CNN feature v. The following M in-
puts are the inverted M outputs of the B-LSTM

←−
Yb. At M +1

time step, the given word is fed in and the later generated
words are the new prediction:

x0 = Wix v, (8)

xt = Wex

←−
Y b

t, t ∈ {1, · · · , M}, (9)
xt = Wwx w, t = M + 1, (10)
ht = RNN(ht−1 , xt ), t ∈ {1, · · · , K}, (11)

yt , pt ∝ exp(Whp ht ), t ∈ {M + 1, · · · , K}, (12)
xt+1 = Wexyt, t ∈ {M + 1, · · · , K − 1}, (13)

where W∗∗ and RNN have the same meaning as the back-
ward model. The difference is that this forward model has
K = M + N + 1 recurrent time steps. The first M time
steps of this sub-model produce no output, which is just for
the hidden layer to memorize the input words. The loss of
this sub-model is the sum of the negative log likelihood of the
later N predicted words:

L(F/B,w) = −
M+N+1∑
t=M+1

logp
(
yt|yM+1:t−1, v, w; Θf

)
,

(14)
where Θf represents all the learning parameters of the for-
ward model. The combination of the M output words of the
B-LSTM Y b, the N output words of the F-LSTM Y f , and
the given word w is our final prediction which focuses on the
given word. As the two sub-models are cascaded-connected,
the total number of the time steps of CDB-LSTM model is
2M + N + 2.

2.2. Unified Loss Function

The training data for each image consists of input im-
age features v, the keyword w, and the ground truth se-
quence Yt. The ground truth sentence Y is divided to
three parts according to the keyword: Yt = Y b, w, Y f .
Our goal is to learn the parameters of the proposed two
models Θb = {W b

ix,W
b
wx,W

b
ex,W

b
hp, RNN b}, Θf =

{W f
ix,W

f
wx,W

f
ex,W

f
hp, RNNf} . In order to train the two

cascaded models in a unified fashion, the loss of one training
example is defined as the total negative log-likelihood of the
two sub-models:

L(B,w, F ) = L(B/w) + L(F/B,w) (15)

= −
M+1∑
tb=1

logp
(
ybtb |x

b
tb ; Θb

)
−

M+N+1∑
tf=M+1

logp
(
yf
tf
|xf

tf
; Θf

)
. (16)

The combined loss L(B,w, F ) is able to converge faster, and
achieves a lower error rate than training the two models indi-
vidually (see the detailed result in the experiment section).

2.3. Context Transfer Module

The F-LSTM uses the output of the B-LSTM as part of the
input, and the loss of the F-LSTM gives feedback to the B-
LSTM. This inner connection is learned through the context
transfer module, as shown in Fig. 2.

In the forward propagation of the proposed CDB-LSTM
model, the output of the first step B-LSTM is fed into the F-
LSTM through word transfer:

xf
t = W f

ex

←−
Y b
t , (17)

where xf
t is part of the input of the F-LSTM, and Y b

t is the
output of the B-LSTM.



In the back propagation process of the CDB-LSTM mod-
el, the loss of the second step F-LSTM is sent to the B-LSTM
through word transfer:

∂L

∂ybt
=

∂L

∂Lb
t

∂Lb
t

∂ybt
+

∂L

∂Lf
t

∂Lf
t

∂ybt
. (18)

The second part of Eq. 18 is the loss feedback through F-
LSTM to B-LSTM, and this part can be a complement of the
loss of B-LSTM, which allows searching the optimize result
in a global view and bridge the gap of the two directions of
the sentence.

3. INPUT KEYWORDS

The selection of input keywords is a key factor of our work
in both training and testing. We build the keywords vocab-
ulary from the ground truth sentences for training. While in
the testing procedure, the given keywords can be arbitrary but
should be image related.

3.1. Training: Ground truth
In this paper, MS COCO [10] is utilized for training, as this
dataset contains both object labels and image captions, which
is suitable for our keywords extracting. In the training proce-
dure, we leverage the object information to select keywords
from ground truth sentences that belong to the predefined 80
categories. We first build a dictionary D, which contains all
the words that have appeared in the ground truth sentences.
All the words in D with the noun tags (“NN” or “NNS”) are
collected via the NLTK toolbox [11]. The keywords vocabu-
lary V is built automatically based on the similarity of the 80
object categories and the noun words in D via the word2vec
tool of Gensim [12].

3.2. Testing: Arbitrary
For testing, the given keywords can be arbitrary but should
be image related. In this paper, we have two different rules
to select input keywords: ground truth keywords and detected
object labels. To tackle the mismatching of the given words
and our keywords vocabulary, we use the word2vec tool [12]
to map the given word to our vocabulary V according to the
word similarity.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, extensive experiments are performed to eval-
uate the proposed method. The proposed method is imple-
mented using Torch7 [13], and tested on a server with an i7
3.2GHz CPU, 32GB RAM, and a K40 GPU. We evaluate the
proposed method on MS COCO [10] and follow the publicly
available train/val/test splits of training, validating and testing
sets in [6].

4.1. Implementation Details
The proposed CDB-LSTM network is fine-tuned based on the
existing network [5, 6]. As a result, we share the same param-
eter setting, except the beam size. Theoretically, higher beam

size results in better performance. Existing methods set this
value to 7 [6], 10 [14] or 20 [5], which are empirically se-
lected. In this paper, we set the beam size to 1, as we cannot
observe much improvement with a higher beam size in our
experiment. Moreover, lower beam size saves much compu-
tational time. The dimensions of the input layer, hidden layer
and output layer of LSTM are set to 512. The learning rate
is initiated to be 4e-4. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
method of the LSTM model uses an adaptive learning rate
algorithm RMSProp [15]. We use the finetuned VGGNet,
which is finetuned based on the CNN-RNN pipeline of the
traditional captioning task (NeuralTalk2 1) to extract the visu-
al features. For the processing of ground truth sentences, we
discard the words that occur less than five times in the train-
ing sentences when creating the word dictionary D. We also
set the max length of a caption to 20, and captions longer than
this value will be clipped. The size of D for COCO it is 9584.
The keywords vocabulary V contains 537 words.

4.2. Evaluation on the Proposed Method
Evaluation metrics. To compute the similarity between the
predicted sentence and the ground truth sentences, there are
lots of metrics for evaluation and most of them come from
machine translation. BLEU [16] is one of the most common-
ly used metrics so far in the image captioning literature. The
main component of BLEU is n-grams precision of the gener-
ated caption with respect to the references. Each n-grams pre-
cision is computed separately and usually four grams are used
to generate the final score. BLEU of high order n-grams indi-
rectly measures the grammatical coherence. However, BLEU
is criticized for favoring short sentences and it only considers
precision but does not take recall into consideration. METE-
OR [17] is another widely used evaluation metric. It computes
a score based on word level matches between the candidate
sentence and references, with precision, recall, and grammat-
icality in consideration. The score is much lower than BLEU
while METEOR has been shown more related to human judg-
ments than any order of BLEU. CIDEr [18] and ROUGE-L
[19] are also in our evaluation metrics list for comprehensive
judgment.

The choice of evaluation metrics and the evaluation code
are performed according to the MS COCO captioning chal-
lenges 2015 [10]. In this paper, we use the symbols B-n, M,
C, R corresponding to the n-grams BLEU, METEOR, CIDEr,
and ROUGE-L.

Evaluation results. To the best of our knowledge, the
proposed method is the first one to introduce keyword guid-
ance, thus we mainly compare to a bilateral LSTM model
without considering context dependence, called independent-
LSTM (I-LSTM). This model also consists of two LSTMs,
each of which predicts the front and the back parts individual-
ly. The final sentence is the combination of these two LSTMs,
which are trained without inner context dependence.

1https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk2



Table 1. Performance and comparison on the MS COCO
dataset with different measures (%).

Method B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 M C R
Google NIC[5] 66.6 46.1 32.9 24.6 – – –

Hard-Attention[21] 71.8 50.4 35.7 25.0 23.04 – –
gLSTM[14] 67.0 49.1 35.8 26.4 22.74 – –
m-RNN[22] 67.- 49.- 35.- 25.- – – –

ATT[8] 70.9 53.7 40.2 30.4 24.3 – –
LSTM 69.8 52.2 38.5 28.7 23.9 53.4 42.9

I-LSTM(GR) 45.3 34.8 24.9 17.3 18.5 64.9 45.0
I-LSTM(GM) 66.1 50.6 35.0 23.4 20.9 77.2 48.0

CDB-LSTM(GR) 73.1 53.2 35.8 23.6 21.6 78.5 49.9
CDB-LSTM(GM) 78.8 58.3 40.4 27.5 23.4 83.6 51.8
CDB-LSTM(DR) 62.9 42.5 27.9 18.4 17.2 47.1 43.2
CDB-LSTM(DM) 76.3 56.1 38.9 26.5 22.5 77.3 51.4

Table 1 shows the results of the proposed method on the
MS COCO dataset. In the evaluation, we have two differ-
ent rules to select input words. The first one selects key-
words in ground truth sentences as input, where “GR” indi-
cates randomly selected input keyword from the ground truth
sentences, and “GM” indicates the ideal maximum value ob-
tained from all the ground truth keywords. The second rule
uses an object detector [20] to generate multiple keywords
via the word mapping strategy, where “DR” means to ran-
domly select the detected keyword as input, and “DM” mean-
s the ideal maximum score. LSTM is our trained traditional
language model with the finetuned VGGNet feature, and the
CDB-LSTM and I-LSTM methods use the same CNN fea-
tures.

The proposed context-dependent model largely outper-
forms independent model (I-LSTM), which also generate a
sentence with the same given keyword. This is because that
two models in I-LSTM are blind to each other, leading to in-
coherent, incomplete, or inaccurate results (see Fig. 3), which
would also result in a high sentence length penalty in the e-
valuation. The ideal maximum result I-LSTM(GM) is signif-
icantly higher than I-LSTM(GR), which is mainly due to the
weakness of length penalty. Compared to I-LSTM, the pro-
posed CDB-LSTM shows good adaptation and consistency
with various input words. The result indicates that the con-
text dependence is important in this task. It may be intuitive
that the additional input can help improve the image caption-
ing performance, however, only using a straightforward em-
bedding technique (I-LSTM) does not sufficient to leverage
this information. In contrast, the proposed method is able
to utilize the keywords to generate better sentences than the
state-of-the-art methods.

It is not surprising that CDB-LSTM(GM) outperforms the
others for it choose the ideal maximum value from multiple
sentences driven by ground truth keywords. Randomly se-
lecting one keyword from multiple candidates is more rea-
sonable. One problem of our keyword-driven results is that
these descriptions have different emphases for the same im-
age, thus have a slight bias from the ground truth sentences
which describe the main content of the image. Take the bot-
tom image in Fig 1 for example, the sentences driven by the

Fig. 3. Illustration of the superiority of the proposed CDB-
LSTM over I-LSTM: the independent LSTM have two direc-
tions that blind to each other, and thus more likely to predict
incoherent, inaccurate, or incomplete sentences.

words “baseball” and “children” are better than the result of
LSTM but the evaluation scores are lower for they are quite
different from the ground truth sentences. Anyway, our CDB-
LSTM(GR) outperforms the LSTM model and is comparable
to the state-of-the-art methods. Compared to the traditional
captioning models, our model is able to generate various sen-
tences with different emphases from the global perspective.
The following human evaluation is more reliable for compar-
ison between CDB-LSTM and the traditional LSTM model
without the evaluation bias.

The accuracy of the keywords is very important in our
work. The captions driven by keywords come from object
detector (DR, DM) are slightly inaccurate than using ground
truth keywords (GR, GM) due to the unreliable of predicted
keywords, and a good object detector and may help in the
future.

4.3. Human Evaluation

Each of the automatic measures computes a score that indi-
cates the similarity between the system output and one or
more human-written reference texts. However, these auto-
matic measures are criticized for they have weakly negative or
no correlation with human judgments [1, 23, 24]. Moreover,
as a task focusing on the keyword, involving the user in the
system is more reasonable for evaluating the proposed model
with interaction. We randomly choose 100 images from MS
COCO. 50 participants are invited to give a word to describe
the image first, and then they are asked to rate the descrip-
tiveness for the two automatically generated sentences. One
sentence is generated by the baseline and the other is our cus-
tomized caption. The descriptiveness is rated on a four-point
scale ([25, 5]), and higher is better.

Fig. 4 shows the human evaluation result. It can be ob-
served that the proposed CDB-LSTM performs better with
higher cumulative distribution. By allowing user input key-
words, the generated sentences consistently to be more de-
scriptive than the traditional LSTM.

Fig. 1 shows some example descriptions generated by the



Fig. 4. Human evaluation on the random selected images.

proposed method. It can be seen that the proposed model is
able to produce reasonable captions with various input key-
words. Note that no matter the given word is salient or not,
our model is able to generate a reasonable sentence driven
by the given keyword (e.g., “gloves” in the bottom example).
Our results can also focus on fine details that are not describ-
able using the traditional image captioning pipeline (e.g., “ta-
ble” in the upper example).

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new problem, keyword-driven
image captioning, by interactively describe the image accord-
ing to user guidance. To this end, we propose a new language
model, context-dependent bilateral LSTM, to generate cap-
tion based on an additional keyword. The customized caption
is generated by two cascaded LSTM models, which are con-
nected and jointly trained in an end-to-end framework. More
importantly, two LSTM models heavily depend on each other
to prevent generating an incoherent and inaccurate sentence.
The proposed interactive captioning model is able to gener-
ate various sentences with different emphases from the global
perspective and thus more suitable for practical applications.
Both of the automatic metrics and human evaluation demon-
strate the superiority of the proposed method.
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